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Harwinder Singh Bhatia, who is a computer scientist, technology developer but above

all an ordinary Internet user, says ‘When I feel the urge to get some fresh air, I connect

to the Internet.’. According to Internet usage statistics by September 2009, there are

1,733,993,741 Internet users around the world and unquestionably for among some of

them it has been just the same. Nowadays one does not use Internet only for shopping,

bank operations, research and education occasions, which all help to facilitate the physical

life, but one also creates another life on Internet to recover from the life in the physical

medium where one does not have control on everything. Noticeably for millions, social

virtual worlds, by which meaning the 3D environments for communication purposes via

avatars rather than massive multiplayer online games, are one of the most frequented

places of getting fresh air on the net with their proffers to users. With the advent of

World Wide Web, commencing from the virtual world Worlds.net in 1993 up to Onverse

2009, the metaphor of Internet being a magical wand has become literally true. By

2009 due to the data supplied by virtual worlds consultancy KZero, 579,000,000 users go

online and log in one of the forty-seven1 virtual words and become the ultimate person

and create the supreme life they have always dreamed of in a easy, painless and cheap

way just like in the science fiction novel Snow Crash which is highly credit for 3D world

Metaverse where people interact with each other. Therefore it should not be surprising a

science fiction novel turning into a literal truth and estimation of the growth rate of social

virtual networks being thirty-eight percent by 2015 referring to the forecast of market

research firm Strategy Analytics.

As the magic circle, a term coined by Edward Castronova in his book Synthetic Worlds

to define a virtual membrane between virtual and real worlds that helps to circumscribe

the territories of them, getting sheerer each day, the interaction between virtual and

physical mediums intensifies causing effects on each other. There are many ongoing re-

searches to examine the phenomena of the relation between cyberpsychology and behavior

in the physical world. Amid the many, one research done at Stanford University signifies

that the confidence or suspense acquired online via avatars effects offline behavior uncon-

sciously. To give another example, a research done at the same university about the effects
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of randomly assigned avatars on real physical appearance and psychology can be given.

Seeing advancing popularity of Metaverses as research background and from the all facts

we have gathered, we have decided to utilize one of the most popular social virtual world

Second Life to make an empirical research about sociological aspects of a particular soft-

ware that has a community based on. We have designated our research topic considering

the different sides of Second Life from Real Life such as being a place requires creativ-

ity, imagination and inspired from the research named “Developing Interpretation Bias

Modification as a ‘Cognitive Vaccine’ for Depressed Mood: Imagining Positive Events

Makes You Feel Better Than Thinking About Them Verbally” done by researchers from

Oxford University and Royaume-Uni. The research shows that a person is happier and

less biased in terms of interpretation bias, which is being the keynote in social phobia,

when in imaginative mood. Regarding this research, we aimed to chase some of the social

cognitive biases as diverse as stereotyping, out-group homogeneity and in-group biases,

deformation professionelle, fundamental attribution error, ego-centric bias to see their

possible existence in Second Life as an inventive environment. All biases we are looking

for have the possibility to be modified in a virtual creative world. Emphasizing that this

is a unique research in means of investigating cognitive biases in a social virtual world, it

can be appraised as a reconnaissance. We provide further information on cognitive biases

and experiments done by psychologists as background information, our methodology, re-

search process, results together with short comings and feasible suggestions for taking

this research into one step forward in the rest of the paper.

A cognitive bias is error prone tendency of humans based on cognitive factors. Bear-

ing in mind the importance of one’s capacity of making rational judgments in social

interactions, the importance of social cognitive biases clearly emerges. From various ex-

periments, most of the social cognitive biases are verified for their existence. The question

is since these biases are environment and society depended, so called social cognitive bi-

ases, how they evolve in Second Life where imagination is limitless. Some call Second

Life as existing self of the world is flat idea. If that is true, should we say our behavior

and cognition remains unchanged in Second Life or should we expect lack of bias due to
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being able to have everything we desired of while being creative? We hoped to find an-

swers through examining group conversations, double dialogues. As this is a subjunctive

type of research, our own experiences are matter of analysis. Admittedly that sometimes

that we tried to play precast scenarios in order to obtain beneficial situations in terms

of exploring cognitive biases, there had been times we immersed in playing and player

side of us weighted more than the researcher side. Since we had no constraint as means

of gender, country and age, we have chosen a place considering it to be a crowded place,

having people from different ages, many countries, and the dominant language to be

English, having its own regular visitors so to have acquaintances whose behaviors can

be interrogated under different circumstances. We have been on SL approximately 115

hours and we have interacted with other people more than 100 hours. In this time range,

we have come across 300 avatars around thirty of them were frequenters of the place yet

we did not have direct dialogues with all of them. There have been double dialogues

with eighteen people but we also have group dialogues in which almost everybody in the

place at that time contributes to. At this point we can say that one of the difficulties

we have experienced was directing double dialogues into the direction of our research

because most of the times dialogues are limited with certain patterns such as introducing

phase when you do not have permanent friends. On the other side group conversations

are much flexible, it is not required to know everyone in the group and usually groups

have more of general subject conversations than getting acquainted with each other. The

nationalities in the place was as varied as England, USA, Scotland, Australia, Germany,

Switzerland, Ireland, Scotland, India, Australia, Spain, Italia, Russia, France, Taiwan,

Malaysia, Turkey, Hebrew, Wales, Brazil, Argentina, Slovenia, Korea, Saudi Arabia in

order of encounter rate. The age range is estimated to be between 18 and 62. The place

had usually male dominant population; however there had been times that there were

only women avatars. One thing that should be noted is, not always girl avatars have girl

‘typers’ and the vice versa. This situation sometimes was accentuated in the profiles of

avatars. Any other first life related information is not available, mostly because most of

the Second Life residents do not easily reveal their first lives. During our research we
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have encountered a university instructor from Brazil who was doing research on social

dynamics at the same spot. This also supports appropriateness of the land for research

purposes. We have our every conversation recorded (unfortunately except voice chats),

some interesting profiles and a name list of the place’s visitors however due to the ethical

issues, we will not give neither the name of the avatars nor the name of the place we have

settled down.

Stereotyping constitutes backbone of our research. As far as we have witnessed,

stereotyping exists in virtual worlds as much as in physical world if not more. In the

real world stereotyping can be noticed by different reference points like age, gender, job,

appearance, and ethnicity. The reason behind the explicitness of stereotyping in Second

Life is that generally the primary things that a person wants to know about the other

person are those reference points of stereotyping. In other words, when a conversation

starts, the first things that people prefer to talk about are the things that they consider as

useful for reaching the information about their personalities and the life styles. Here is an

example of it from one of our experiences in Second Life. When one of our female avatar

suggested to a male character cybersex via instant messaging, male character started to

behave suspicious about the real sex of our character. And then when we asked him why

he felt suspicious, his answer was an indicator of stereotyping: he thought that only male

characters tend to ask about cybersex, therefore he did not think that our character can

be a real female. Indeed, this example can be considered as a gender-based stereotyping.

Group related biases were the most convenient ones to spot. We have searched for

the two contradicting biases which are out-group and in-group biases. In-group bias

is to trying to be group is to see another as your group mate when you meet up in

a common denominator even little. Then again out-group homogeneity bias is one’s

perception of own group members more A study was done in 1980 with students from

Rutgers and Princeton Universities. Students were watched a videotape of a student who

is told as other school’s student. In the videotape the student had to decide whether he

wanted to stay together with or apart from the other participants before participating

to a psychological experiment. The watchers then had to predict what the student from
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the other university would do. The results showed that there was a tendency to see ‘the

members of out-groups more similar to one another than members of in-groups’. In the

given dialogue below is an example to in group bias.

N. C.: Hiya Indigo

Indigo Neutron: hey

N.C.: Nice boots

Indigo Neutron: thanks

Indigo Neutron: are you playing in here for a long time?

N. C.: Under a week

N. C.: How about U

Indigo Neutron: me too

N. C.: Well you look more stylish than me

...

N. C.: tee hee. I’m still at the stage where I keep losing my hair and can’t
find it:)

Indigo Neutron: yeah for a long time I had just walked around naked

S.: lol so i am

N. C.: When I get better at this, I shall design myself some terrible underwear.

...

N. C.: I got lost in the NY subway

W.: ive got lost in london underground

S.: lol me 2

Indigo Neutron: these must be interesting experiments

N. C.: We shall learn and grow

N. C.: from our terrifying experiences

Indigo Neutron: maybe we won’t learn anything at all

N. C.: You have an excellent point

The avatar named N.C. keeps reminding the newbie situation of the group while trying

to force group logic between all new avatars. When we started to be in SL, we saw that the

process of avatar creation is an important and time-consuming part of being in SL. With

this way, we had a chance to have converstaions with other newbies like us. ‘Creating

an avatar’ is strictly an essential virtual world activity, hence we could not see a certain

correspondence of this activity in the real world. However the communications that we
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obtained between newbies includes some concepts which are familiar social concepts from

real world, such as ‘solidarity of newbies’, ‘being an outsider as a newbie’ or ‘having a

reflex for assisting newbies’ etc. The groups that are builded up by newbies are the

places where newbies feel comfortable and supportive. As the beginners of SL who try

to create their ‘beauty’, they usually recommend each other some clothing places where

they can find clothes,hair,gestures or skins. This is the way that they prepare to live with

other regular people whom they called as ‘experienced’ in the game. It is possible to find

some indicators of group biases which are caused by these spontaneous grouping action

between newbies and experienced people. When a newbie comes in a place where social

and regular people hang out, generally she/he tends to explain that she/he is new in SL

to find out if there is another newbie or not. If there are people who also new in SL, then

our newbie tends to be more tolerant and sympathetic, and talk with them rather than

others. Another in-group bias noticed between people from same religion. Our avatar,

having the same religious believes, hid it from the other avatars and excluded out of the

group until revealing the religion. Out-group homogeneity is not observed with in the

time range in this research however it would be wrong to say that there are no such biases

in the virtual world because if there is in-group bias, most probably out-group bias will

be examined too.

Egocentric bias occurs when a person takes the responsibility of a joint action on per-

sonself. In an experiment done with married couples, egocentric bias empirically verified

having majority of spouses who took the responsibility of negative contributions to the

marriage on themselves and assigned their partner for positive contributions. Egocentric

bias was seen in one of our group chats. During a voice chat in the place, the avatars

without voice seemed disturbed due to the community’s division into two groups; the

ones with voice chat and the ones do not have that technology. The situation became

more significant when avatars with voice started to talk about drug use so that the voice

conversation banned by administrators. Here is the dialogue of one of the avatars with

voice who blames himself for banish of voice chat due to their conversation on drugs.

A: cannabis is safe if used responsibly.
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V: A, and B this is a PG sim, stop that conversation please

A: apologies.

A: conversation stopped

V: take it to private

A: sorry.

A: i am new to SL

V: these are the rules here

Connecting to in-world Voice Chat...

Connected

Voice not available at your current location

V: this is private land open to the public, owners set the rules

V: problem solved

V: no voice here any more

A: i apologiesed.

A: i was not being offencsive.

B: i can not belive it

A: please allow voice chat.

C: why has voice been switched off

C: come on

A: my fault voice chat has gone!

B: u were not being offense at all

B so theres no voice now?

A: my fault, B

B: it is not your fault

S: voice chat was being turned off today anyway

A: apologies I did not mean our discussion to be offensive to anyone.

D: The rules say ‘No drug use’.

S: staff just came from a meeting and agreed to turn voice chat off here

A: well then they .... .

As the dialogue is clear, it can be concluded that ego-centric bias is not one of the

bias which disappears in Second Life.

Deformation professionella is the bias of one’s tendency to approach everything with

one’s professional perspective. An experiment done on three student groups where the

first group was thought microeconomics, the second development in Maoist China and
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the third learned basic astronomy. Results show that due to the perspective the students

gained from lessons, they experienced training deformation therefore the less honest group

after education has been microeconomics class following it the development in Maoist

China class. In Second Life, we had hoped to observe this bias mostly in avatar’s names

which is a common thing on the Internet related with stereotyping. However we could

not see such a single situation. Moreover we happened to discover surprisingly that we

were the ones who had this bias during Second Life. One of the avatars surname was

chosen as Scientist with being aware of it as a cognitive bias. This made many other

avatars suspect from that avatar as possible researcher and made us to be approached as

a Scientist by others.

Scientist: It is extremely interesting to disable yourself in a place where you
can enable yourself without any limits. (talks to an avatar with wheelchair)

A: You are a scientist. Are you a doctor?

Another example of suspecting the name Scientist is given in the below.

B: well.... different people here have different wants/needs..Whatever you
wanna call them

B: some are here for fun.. Some are here for profits..

Scientist: hmmm

B: some are here for research, like you

C: Are you really a scientist?

In addition to that, our research motivated interest to some issues that are paid less

attention by others and interrogating talk style gave us hard time and almost caused

revealment of our agent identities.

Fundamental attribution error is being biased on pre-observed behavior so that results

to ignore facts on simultaneous behavior. In an experiment done, group of people were

told to watch two groups of basketball players with same level of basketball skill however

in different gyms; one with enough light and the other with less light which caused players

to miss their shots. When the audience was asked the reason, there was a tendency to

relate it to the abilities of the players refusing to consider the light effect. In our research

we have wanted to test the existence of this bias by telling some of the avatars that
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we really make research here. Knowing this fact changed their attitudes towards our

behavior and made them suspect and relate our any behavior to our researcher identity.

An avatar said ‘From your discussion with Peter in the local chat, I finally see how you

are using your appearance for research.’ However the discussion referred by it, had no

relevance with the research other than being an ordinary conversation.

In addition to the biases above we have also experienced observer-expectancy bias.

Observer-expectancy bias causes a researcher to be in tendency to manipulate the data

accordingly with the research. Clever Hans experiment is an important example where

there was an inclination to believe that a horse could do mathematics rather than rea-

soning with his instinctive body language. When scanning the conversations, we have

found the same bias possessed by us unconsciously at the time being. An example would

be trying to take out nonexistent facts from appearances of avatars. Questioning avatars

with distinctive properties, such as headscarf, cane, having height under average and

wheelchair, can be an example to show how we tried to extract meaning from things that

could provide use to our research while there was no beyond meaning.

During our research, we have tried to find the track of illusory correlation and trait

ascription biases too however it seemed that they did not occur acknowledging that

they may be observed in a further research. Another interesting point that should be

accentuated is these biases are not autonomous. We have realized the relations between

different biases while we have been seeking the information and observed that one bias

can promote the existence of another as the stereotyping is in the center of all. For

example, it is proper to say that generally the group psychology and stereotyping can

be observed together. The reason is that becoming a member of a group means that a

person has something common with some other people and stereotyping can take place

in mind by measuring this commonness involuntarily. Besides our experiences indicates

that a further detailed research may provide enlightenment on illusory correlation and

trait ascription biases as an allied of stereotyping.

We have probed stereotyping, group biases, fundamental attribution error, observer

expectancy effect during social interactions in Second Life as referring that imaginative
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process may result less biased mood. However our empirical research resulted that it is

not valid for virtual worlds like Second Like so that biases exist in variety of conditions.

Moreover the imaginative and creative part of Second Life can also trigger our biases.

Since our research is the only one in this topic, it should be regarded as a starting point

and a model for further researches. Having more experimental research methods and a

longer time-range can provide fair amount of insight related to the existence of each biases

we have searched for and many other cognitive biases that we could not get a chance to

encounter.
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